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_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Note:  Answer all the questions. 

 

A. Fill in the Blanks.                                                                                           (½ x 4 = 2) 

 

     1  The __________view is useful in arranging your slides.         

     2  To fill cell with color choose a color from __________ on the _____tab. 

     3  ________is the term given to describe the second generation World Wide Web. 

     4  A file created in BASIC has _________ as extension. 

 

B. Write (T) for  true and (F) for false.                                                            (½ x 4 =2) 

  

     1    Printing handouts for the audience is not possible in PowerPoint.    

     2    The row height of multiple rows can be changed in Ms-Excel. 

     3    Google Chrome is a Search engine. 

     4    String variables should always end with # sign in basic language. 

 

C. Give  the functions of the following commands in basic.                           (½ x 4  =2)   
 

      1 REM 2)LET 3)CLS 4)PRINT 

        

  

D.   Answer the following questions in one or  two sentences.                         (11/2 x 8=12) 

 

    1     Write three Shortcut keys used while making a PowerPoint Presentation. 

    2     Define the following terms: Worksheet, Workbook, Cell Range. 

    3     What is a search engine? Give two examples of a search engine. 

    4     Name the three types of operators in basic giving two examples for each. 

    5     Write three things you could with Picasa albums. 

    6     What is an expression in basic language? 

    7     Who was the inventor of the World Wide Web? Write four lines about him. 

    8     Define the following terms: Web browser, URL, Website. 

 

 

E.   Answer the following questions in detail.                                                 ( 3 x 4=12)  

 

     1    List four ways you could make your worksheet colorful. 

     2    Give three tips for a quick and accurate search on the internet.             

     3     Write a basic program for the following 

             a) To find the area of a circle b) To find the average of two numbers. 

     4     Explain three key features of Picasa. 
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